Vodice offers you everything - the unique beauty of Dalmatia and its big heart.

The clear Adriatic sea, sound of waves, refreshing scent of pines coming from the beach and hidden coves will bring your body to a state of complete relaxation.

Traditional Mediterranean food and only the finest selected wines will appeal to your palate.

The cultural and historic heritage will intrigue your imagination with tales of times past.

Hiking, bike riding, diving, sailing, big game fishing and many other activities will awaken your inner adventurer.

Traditional customs, festivals and evenings of klapa songs will fill your soul, and the company of friendly hosts will make you feel just like you’re at home.

One visit to Vodice is enough to make you want to come back every year, because Vodice is unique and inimitable - a perfect spot for your vacation.

Vodice welcomes you with an open heart!
Kit hill is the home of a legend of a field maple that, standing tall next to the church, would blossom every third Christmas. The tree has been cut down, but the legend lives on among the locals. A new field maple has been planted at the exact same spot and just might blossom this very Christmas...

We guard secrets of the ancient Illyrians and ancient culture. Our medieval churches, stone buildings, cultural monuments and historic heritage are a lasting wealth that inspires, so be sure to visit them!

Inhabitants of the ancient settlement of Arauzona never suffered from thirst. Centuries later, proof of that fact still exists: a Roman cistern that would collect pure rainwater.
Our cherished traditions and customs will show you why you must experience Vodice with all of your senses. We will give you insight into the daily lives of our ancestors through all of the rich and beautiful colours of folk costumes and the glistening shine of the spears of Zudias (Žudiji - guards protecting Christ’s tomb).

For over a century, Zudias, young men dressed as Roman soldiers, bring to life the Easter customs of Vodice. To be a Zudia is a great honour.
The parachute, suspension bridge and olive mill are only some of brilliant Faust Vrancic’s inventions. They are displayed in their real sizes at the Memorial Centre dedicated to this scientist whose contribution to humanity is remarkable.

Once a fashionable summer vacation spot for families of nobles, today it is an oasis of beauty and peace where Faust Vrancic found his final resting place. It is easy to reach Prvic, and the time spent there will leave you with unforgettable memories.
SRIMA

A picturesque village with gravel beaches in the shade of salt cedars. You don’t need much for a dream vacation in nature’s arms. All we can say is: Go for it! Srima awaits you!

Hop on a bike and through a picturesque maze of drystone walls arrive to Prižba. Visit the remains of a basilica from Late Antiquity and take a rest in the shade of pine trees or in a spacious corbelled stone hut, just like locals did centuries ago.
Feel at home with all of the things that surround you in your everyday life or surrender yourself completely to nature! Whatever you decide, you will not regret it!

We offer you all types of accommodation, from hotels and apartments to private accommodation and camps. The decision of where to spend your vacation is completely up to you. We will do our best to meet all your wishes.
Life on our beaches begins and ends at sunrise. The beauty of the beaches is the symbol of Vodice. We will save you a beach chaise lounge in the sun and in the shade of pine trees, make you a cocktail and help you to choose a perfect meal for yourself. We will do our best to make your summer dream from a picturesque beach last until we meet again.

The beaches on the islands of Tijat, Logorun and Prvic are only a short distance away. Just a few minutes on a boat, and you will reach a cove that you can have all for yourself.

The Blue Beach holds memories of romance and family vacations, first swimming feats and romantic walks into the sunset.

Life on our beaches begins and ends at sunrise. The beauty of the beaches is the symbol of Vodice. We will save you a beach chaise lounge in the sun and in the shade of pine trees, make you a cocktail and help you to choose a perfect meal for yourself. We will do our best to make your summer dream from a picturesque beach last until we meet again.
You cannot welcome someone to Vodice without offering them Kroštile, a simple traditional pastry. It is crunchy, of a full unique flavour and an intoxicating smell!

Friends share their food. And we will share with you all the fruits of the sea and land as well as the smells and tastes of our culinary tradition. We will serve you all the delicious food we grew up with, and we will reveal secret recipes only to you. We will pamper you!

ENJOY EXCELLENT FOOD & WINES
Party, dance and sing with us! Enjoy revived romance under the Vodice sky! Allow yourself to be young again. No star will seem out of reach. That’s Vodice!
The “Jabuka” open water regatta is one of the most challenging regattas in Croatia. The 100 mile Vodice - Jabuka - Vodice sea route attracts many yachtsmen eager for wind in their sails and waves beneath their keel.

Bike trails are our tourist guides. They will show you all the hidden meadows and sea coves, picturesque hills and landscapes that cannot be reached by car. This is the perfect way to get to know Vodice better than anyone else.

Vodice takes the most from the sun and the sea. Make the most of our nature in the best possible way – actively. Dive to hidden reefs and climb the highest hills! Swim! Sail! Have fun!
The cornice of the three apses of St. Jacob’s Cathedral is decorated with 71 human heads carved in stone. It is the largest and best Early Renaissance portrait gallery displayed as a public monument on a religious monument in Europe.